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Part one 

II)- Mastery of the language 

Activity one : Fill in the gaps with the most appropriate words.  

 -Contrary to the popular view in Western legal scholarship, which often refers to the 16th–

Dutch jurist, Hugo ………………., as the ‘………………. of international law’, Islamic 

legal scholars identifies Muhammad al-………………./  as having, in that regard, preceded 

Hugo ………………….. by some eight centuries with the compilation and systemization of 

the rules of ……………………… international law under a specialized subject area of 

Islamic law termed al-Siyar, which covers the laws of war and peace according to 

the Shari‘ah. 

 - Impeachment is the process by which a legislative body levels charges against government 

………………. . Impeachment does not in itself remove the official from ………………; it 

is the equivalent to an ……………………. in criminal law and thus, it is only the statement 

of ………………….. against the official. 

 - The treaties …………………….. by the President of the Republic in the conditions 

specified by the Constitution shall ……………… over ………………..  of Parliament. 

 

 The ODR providers employ one or more of the following …………………. resolution 

techniques : (a) ……………………., (b) ……………………….., or (c) 

……………………, which may be assisted by software or rules. 

 

 -The U.S.-Africa Leaders …………, held on December 13–15 2022 in Washington, DC, 

demonstrated the United States’ longstanding ………………… to Africa and strengthened 

………….. between the United States and African ……………… . 

 

 -A state may not ……………………….. a ……………………….country judgment if the 

judgment was obtained by …………………………. . 

 

 



 

 The president of  the Republic  shall have the right to grant …………….. and to reduce or to 

commute ……………….. . The High Council of the Judiciary shall provide 

…………………. opinion to the …………………. of the Republic ……………… to the 

exercise of the right to pardon. 

 .................. Law is the law governing relationships between ................... and the state. 

................. law en compasses relationships between ..................... individuals and other 

...................... entities (but may also cover ........................ relationships between the 

.............................. and private entities). 

 International economic law is an increasingly seminal field of international law that involves 

the regulation and conduct of states, international organizations, and private 

……………….. operating in the international economic ………………. As such, 

international economic law ………………………… a broad range of disciplines touching 

on public international law, private international law, and ……………………… law 

applicable to international business ………………………. . 
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